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Economic$forecasts$point$to$a$need$for$producing,$
over$the$next$decade,$approximately$1$million$
more$college$graduates$in$STEM$ﬁelds$than$
expected$under$current$assump6ons.$

Physicists$studying$
• how$people$learn$the$
concepts,$prac6ces,$and$ways$
of$thinking$of$science$and$
engineering;$
• the$nature$and$development$
of$exper6se$in$a$discipline;$
• eﬀec6veness$of$instruc6onal$
approaches$$
• how$to$make$science$and$
engineering$educa6on$broad$
and$inclusive.$

Economic$forecasts$point$to$a$need$for$producing,$
over$the$next$decade,$approximately$1$million$
more$college$graduates$in$STEM$ﬁelds$than$
expected$under$current$assump6ons.$

Recommenda)ons++
1.$$Catalyze$widespread$adop6on$of$empirically$
validated$teaching$prac6ces.$$
2.$$Advocate$and$provide$support$for$replacing$
standard$laboratory$courses$with$discoveryZ$based$
research$courses.$

How$physics$assumed$a$leadership$role$
$
Presence$in$physics$
departments$
Prominent$champions$
Professional$society$
support$

APS+Statement+99.2++
RESEARCH+IN+PHYSICS+EDUCATION++
(Adopted$by$the$Council,$21$May$1999)$$
In$recent$years,$physics$educa6on$research$
has$emerged$as$a$topic$of$research$within$
physics$departments.$$$
…$
$The$APS$applauds$and$supports$the$
acceptance$in$physics$departments$of$
research$in$physics$educa6on.$$$

US$physics$educa6on$research$programs$

Large-scale comparison of science teaching
methods sends clear message
Carl E. Wieman1
Department of Physics and Graduate School of Education, Stanford University, Stanford,
CA 94305

the+impact+of+ac)ve+learning+on+educa)onal+
The quality of science, technology, engineer- lecture method has usually been carried out
outcomes+is+both+large+&+consistent.+
ing, and mathematics (STEM) education in by scientists and engineers in the multiple
the United States has long been an area of respective disciplines, because the desired learnnational concern, but that concern has not ing and the implementation of the teaching
resulted in improvement. Recently, there has methods are quite discipline specific and
been a growing sense that an opportunity for require substantial disciplinary expertise. Also,
progress at the higher education level lies in good active learning tasks simulate authentic
the extensive research on different teaching problem solving, and therefore teaching with
methods that have been carried out during these methods typically demands more inthe last few decades. Most of this research has structor subject expertise than does a lecture.
been on “active learning methods” and the
Probably the most striking result in ref. 3 is
comparison with the standard lecture method that the impact of active learning on educain which students are primarily listening and tional outcomes is both large and consistent.
taking notes. As the number of research stud- The authors examined two outcome meaies has grown, it has become increasingly sures: the failure rate in courses and the perclear to researchers that active learning meth- formance on tests. They found the average
ods achieve better educational outcomes. The failure rate decreased from 34% with tradiFig. 1. Comparisons of average results for studies
possibilities for improving postsecondary tional lecturing to 22% with active learning reported in ref. 3. (A) Failure rates for the active learning
STEM education through more extensive (Fig. 1A), whereas performance on identical courses and the lecture courses. (B) Shift in distribution of
use of these research-based teaching methods or comparable tests increased by nearly half student scores on concept inventory tests.
were reflected in two important recent reports the SD of the test scores (an effect size of 0.47).
(1, 2). However, the size and consistency
of These benefits of active learning were consisWieman,$C.E.,$2014,$PNAS,$111(23),$pp.$8319Z20$
have the student working on tasks that simthe benefits of active learning remained un- tent across all of the different STEM disciplines
ulate an aspect of expert reasoning and/or
clear. In PNAS, Freeman et al. (3) provide and different levels of courses (introductory,
problem-solving while receiving timely and
a much more extensive quantitative analysis advanced, majors, and nonmajors) and across

…+in+undergraduate+STEM+educa)on,+we+
have+the+curious+situa)on+that,+although+
more+eﬀec)ve+teaching+methods+have+
been+overwhelmingly+demonstrated,+most+
STEM+courses+are+s)ll+taught+by+lectures—
the+pedagogical+equivalent+of+bloodlePng.+
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the same laboratory component. A schematic description of the PI method used in this st
hown below (Fig.1).
Brief lecture ( 10min)

ConcepTest
Students Vote

correct ans <35%

Revisit Concept

correct ans: 35%-80%

correct ans >80%

Peer discussion (2-3min)
students try to convince
each other

Students revote
Figure 1 A Peer Instruction Implementation Algorithm

Remaining
misconception
explained

the same laboratory component. A schematic description of the PI method used in this st
hown below (Fig.1).
Brief lecture ( 10min)
A copper cylinder is machined to have the following shape. The ends
are connected to a battery so that a current flows through the copper.
Which region has the greatest magnitude electric field E?

ConcepTest
Students Vote

A
B
C
D: All are the same
E: No idea!

correct ans <35%

Revisit Concept

correct ans: 35%-80%

correct ans >80%

Peer discussion (2-3min)
students try to convince
each other

Students revote
Figure 1 A Peer Instruction Implementation Algorithm

Remaining
misconception
explained

3$components$
for$improved$educa6on$

Using Research
& Assessment

Establish
learning goals

Faculty+&+Staﬀ+

Apply research-based
teaching techniques.
Measure progress!

I. INTRODUCTION

teaching philosophy for laboratory courses, then get more
specific by discussing modeling in the context of a laboratory
Lab courses are complex environments that present
course, then detail some lab-specific learning goals for the
instructors with many options, both regarding the overarchpolarization of light lab, and finally implement the learning
ing features of the course and the finer details specific to
goals in an activity. We also provide a graphical schematic
each lab activity. Course-scale decisions include: What labs
of the modeling process (Fig. 1) that describes modeling as a
should students do? What physics topics should they cover?
series of interconnected steps relating the real world apparaWhat equipment should be purchased? How many days and
tus, model construction, predictions, comparison, and model
hours should each lab take?
What kinds
of collaboration
Incorporating
learning
goals
about and
modeling
into
refinement.
We an
haveupper-division
used Fig. 1 extensively in our own
group work should be encouraged? What work will be subwork
to
elucidate
the
relationship
between theory and meaphysics
laboratory
experiment
mitted for grading?
When creating
individual activities,
surement in experimental physics.
many finer
details arise:
What a)
kinds
of Finkelstein,
prompts should
Benjamin
M. Zwickl,
Noah
andbeH.inJ. Lewandowskib)
the lab guide?
How of
much
of the
experiment
should Boulder,
be set upBoulder, Colorado 80309
Department
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University
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in advance? How much of the theory should students underII. A TEACHING PHILOSOPHY FOR LABS
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stand? While
there 18
areJanuary
many answers
to these 30
questions
that
result in Implementing
quality studenta learning,
varietyinvolves
of options
can
We startamong
by laying
out goals,
a clearavailable
teaching philosophy for
laboratorytheactivity
a complex
interplay
learning
seem daunting
to
anyone
transforming
an
existing
laboratory
upper-division
labs
because
it
helps
us make decisions about
resources, feedback about the existing course, best practices for teaching, and an overall philosophy
course or building one from the ground up.1
equipment and apparatus. Polarized light is a topic that has
about teaching labs. Building on our previous work, which described a process of transforming an
At the University of Colorado Boulder (CU), we have
been studied for over 200 years, so it is a fair question to ask
entire
lab
course,
we
now
turn
our
attention
to
how
an
individual
the polarization
of our philosophy
undertaken a systematic research-based approach to establish
if this lablab
is activity
relevanton
today.
As we describe
was redesigned
to include
a renewed
emphasis
broad detail,
learning
goal:become
modeling.
Bywhy
usingwe think the polargoals forlight
laboratory
instruction,
transform
our courses,
andon one
in more
it will
clear
this
common
optics
lab
as
a
concrete
case
study
of
a
broadly
applicable
approach,
we
highlight
many
conduct research into teaching and learning experimental
ization of light lab is still an excellent choice for our
aspects
ofinthe
activity courses.
development
showartihow modeling
used course.
to integrate
and research
skills
laboratory
In ourand
previous
advancedis lab
Our sophisticated
philosophy, summarized in
conceptualanand
quantitative
reasoning
into curricula,
the experimental
process
through
thelab
various
of us to meet our
cle, we presented
overview
of learning
goals,
Table
I, is that
a good
is oneaspects
that enables
and assessments
were developed
and used
in ourinterpreting
consensus
goals
and prepareswith
students to engage in
modeling: that
constructing
models, making
predictions,
data,learning
comparing
measurements
2
advancedpredictions,
lab course.and
Through
with
over twenty
not treating
our labs
refiningdiscussions
models. One
significant
outcome research.
is a naturalWe
wayare
to integrate
an analysis
andas a substitute for
research,
but as
preparation
for research. This philosophy
CU physics
faculty,ofwe
established
goals forVC our
2014 American
Association
of Physics
Teachers.
discussion
systematic
errorfour
intobroad
a lab activity.
helps
us
answer
big
questions
about the entire lab course:
lab courses:
modeling
(of
physical
systems
and
measurement
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1119/1.4875924]
What labs should students do? (Is the polarization of light
tools), design (of experiments and apparatus), communicalab important?) What equipment should be purchased? (Or
tion, and technical lab skills (e.g., data analysis, measureis
what we
have good
How
long should
themore
lab
ment
and automation, and the use of standard lab
I.
INTRODUCTION
teaching
philosophy
forenough?)
laboratory
courses,
then get
take?
equipment). While each of these broad goals is important
specific by discussing modeling in the context of a laboratory
Lab
courses are
complex
environments
Because
lab some
courselab-specific
is a many-to-one
and
encompasses
a range
of skills
and abilities,that
thispresent
article
course,
thenthe
detail
learning student-to-ingoals for the
instructors
with
many
options,
both
regarding
the
overarchclarifies how we implemented a set of modeling-related
structor
environment,
the
course
should
focus
on
content
and
polarization of light lab, and finally implement the
learning
ing
features
of
the
course
and
the
finer
details
specific
to
goals in one particular laboratory activity. Further, we show
scientific
practices
relevant
to research
and
goals in an
activity.that
Weare
alsowidely
provide
a graphical
schematic
each
labexplicit
activity.discussion
Course-scale
decisionscan
include:
What
labs
how an
of modeling
integrate
sophisamenable
to thatprocess
instructional
environment.
Formodeling
instance, as
oura
of the modeling
(Fig. 1)
that describes
should
do?and
What
physics topics
should
cover?
ticated students
conceptual
quantitative
reasoning
intothey
the experiseries of identified
interconnected
steps relating
real worldsuch
apparafaculty
particular
researchtheabilities,
as
What
equipment
should
be
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How
many
days
and
tus, model construction,
predictions,
and model
mental process.
computer-aided
measurement,
that comparison,
are very helpful
for
hours
eachmany
lab take?
What
kinds
of collaboration
and
refinement.
We have
used Fig.and
1 extensively
our own
We should
highlight
aspects
of the
development
of activnearly
all beginning
researchers
can be taughtinwithin
the
group
work
should beoptics
encouraged?
What
work willof
belight.
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between
theory and
ities for
a common
lab on the
polarization
laboratory
classroom.
It is beneficial
for students
and meaeffimitted
for
grading?
When
creating
individual
activities,
surement
experimental
physics.
The process serves as a case study of a broadly applicable
cient
for in
research
advisors
to have students develop these
Fig. 1. A framework
for details
modeling
in a What
physics
laboratory
involving
(a) construction
of a model of a real-world physical process, (b) making predictions about
many
finer
arise:
kinds
prompts
should
approach.
We begin
by taking
a ofbig-picture
look be
at ina
abilities as part of their coursework so that research mentors
the behaviorthe
of the
physical
system,
(c)
creating
a
model
of
measurement
tools,
(d)
using
the measurement model to interpret the data and understand the limilab guide? How much of the experiment should be set up
tations of theinmeasurements,
(e)
make
comparisons
between
the
data
and
predictions,
and
(f) model refinement.
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A$collabora6on$of$the$AAPT,$AAS,$AIP,$APS,$&$SPS$

Summary$
• Physics$has$a$leadership$posi6on$in$DBER;$
response$to$calls$for$more/berer$STEM$ed$
• Ac6ve$engagement$
• Thriving$physics$advanced$lab$community,$
synergy$with$PER$
• Via$researchZbased$development$and$tes6ng,$
we$can$increase$opportuni6es$for$students$to$
engage$in$handsZon$experimenta6on$

